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 Piecing it Together
 Research Improvements
BACKGROUND
 Understand worldviews of military audience-better 
communication to diverse audiences
 Belief about risk/topics is shaped by core values
 Hierarchy vs. Egalitarianism





















1. Cultural cognition matters
2. Messenger matters
3. ROTC cadets are unaware 
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Hypothesis 1- Cultural cognition matters































   














More Communitarian              Neutral              More Individualistic
r = - 0.3
p = 0.028
RESULTS SUMMARY
Hypothesis 1- Cultural cognition matters
 Study supports cultural cognition research
 General apathy re: climate change amongst hierarchal-individual 
respondents
RESULTS SUMMARY
 Peer video was more influential than high-ranking military 
officer video
Hypothesis 2- Messenger matters
RESULTS SUMMARY
Hypothesis 3- ROTC cadets are unaware of DoD climate concerns
 2/3 of respondents not at all aware of DoD climate change 
concerns
 Most respondents in middle of the spectrum of knowledge 
CONCLUSIONS
Hypothesis 1- Cultural cognition matters
 Communication must be framed to suit each type of 
audience 
 Avoid threatening their worldview
Hypothesis 2- Messenger matters
 Peers are more potent influence than authority
 The messenger matters!
CONCLUSIONS
Hypothesis 3- ROTC cadets are unaware of DoD climate concerns 
 Not enough cadets know about DoD climate 
concerns
 ROTC cadets = future of DoD




 Understand the audience- how do they think?




 Understand the audience- how do they think?
 Choose diverse messengers with strong connections to the 
audience- a trusted figure
 Educate the audience
 Create an environment where accepting sound science does 
not threaten any group’s values
 In other words, package the science based on audience traits
RESEARCH IMPROVEMENTS
 Distribute survey to wider audience to diversify dataset
 Other ROTC detachments across the country
 Active duty study
Mastering not just research, but the techniques of effective 
communication, is paramount for the world now and into the 
future. 
